Castle-building in Britain and France under the House of Montgomery-Bellême c. 1000-1112

Old Montgomery (Hen Domen), Powys. Built by Roger de Montgomery (1071-4?) and remained
in use until the mid 13th century. View form the north-east. © Paul R. Davis.
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The House of Montgomery-Bellême was the Montgomery or ‘Hen Domen’). In 1093, Earl
most influential baronial family of late eleventh- Roger led an army across Wales into Dyfed
century Britain and Normandy, with one of the establishing a castle at Cardigan, and at
largest non-comital estates in northern France. Pembroke which he granted to his youngest
At its height, the family held around 80 castles son Arnulf. Roger died the following year, and
on both sides of the Channel. Its British estate was succeeded in his British estates by his
was established under Roger de Montgomery second son Hugh (Chibnall 1973, 303 and n.
(d. 1094) who, like his father, was the ducal 1) – who himself was killed in 1098 and was
vicomte of the Hiémois, a large area of central in turn succeeded by his older brother Robert
Normandy (see Fig. 1), and possessed extensive ‘de Bellême’ (Chibnall 1975, 225).
lands in and around the valley of the River Dives Meanwhile, Roger and Mabel’s third son Roger
as well as the family seat at Montgommery, ‘the Poitevin’ had received a substantial grant
Calvados (Chibnall 1969, 21-3, 47-9; Mason in northwest England, based on Lancaster,
1963, 1; Round 1899, 526; Thompson 1987, 252, before 1086 (Chandler 1989, 2; Mason 1963,
257, 260-2). Roger’s power was greatly 16; Thompson 1991, 275 and n. 56). And Arnulf
enhanced when, in the early 1050s, he married received an extensive lordship based on
Mabel de Bellême (Chibnall 1969, 365; Mason Holderness, in Yorkshire, in around 1096
1963, 1-2; Taylor 1837, 171); his wife was heiress (Round 1899, xli, 238, 447).
to a vast estate around Bellême and Alençon,
and stretching east to Domfront, in what is now The power of the House of MontgomeryBellême was at its peak in 1100. However, in
southern Normandy (Fig. 1).
1101-2 Robert and Arnulf led an abortive
After the Norman Conquest, Roger received rebellion against King Henry I, and all three
extensive grants in England including, in late brothers were banished from Britain
1067, the Rape of Arundel in Sussex (Chibnall (Chibnall 1975, 309-19; Chibnall 1978, 21-33;
1969, 211, 263; Mason 1963, 2, 4-5) and, Howlett 1889, 82-3; Jones 1971, 99). Robert
around 1071, the earldom of Shrewsbury i.e. de Bellême nevertheless continued to play a
Shropshire (Chibnall 1969, 211 n. 1, 263; leading role in Normandy’s politics until his
Mason 1963, 2-4; Fig. 7). Mabel was murdered eventual imprisonment in 1112 (Chibnall
in 1077 (Chibnall 1972, 137 and n. 1, 161); her 1978, 179; Mason 1963, 24; Thompson 1991,
eldest son Robert received her Bellême 266). Roger the Poitevin appears already to
estates, from which he took his name, and was have retired to his estates in Poitou, which
effectively given control of his father’s lands had been acquired through marriage in 1091
and titles in France (Hagger 2017, 145).¹ Robert (Chibnall 1978, 33 n. 3; Thompson 1991, 275
also obtained the County of Ponthieu in n. 56), but was nevertheless, like his brothers,
northern France, through marriage, in 1100 made forfeit in Britain (Chibnall 1978, 33).²
(Chibnall 1978, 15 and n. 3).
Arnulf’s subsequent career is more shadowy
From Shrewsbury, the Montgomerys but he seems to have travelled widely,
mounted incursions into Wales, establishing periodically residing in Normandy and Anjou
a castle named ‘Montgomery’, after their (Chibnall 1978, 33 n. 1, 207 and n. 3;
French seat, before 1086 (now Old Thompson 1995, 50-3).
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Robert de Bellême is particularly important to
early castle studies: he was said, by the early
twelfth-century historian Orderic Vitalis, to
have
been
renowned
among
his
contemporaries for his skills in military
engineering and castle design, skills that were
employed by King William Rufus, 1087-1100
(Chibnall 1973, xxxiv, 289; Chibnall 1973, 159,
289-91; Chibnall 1975, 215-17, 235).
Nevertheless, he may only have built in timber.
Introduction
The following analysis attempts to define the
main trends in Montgomery-Bellême castlebuilding: morphology (e.g. presence /absence
of mottes and multiple enclosures); re-use of
prehistoric and early historic sites; associated
urban foundations; building materials; and
association with ecclesiastical buildings.
The evidence is not always clear in the
absence, at most sites, of firm dating or full
investigation. It must also be borne in mind
that mottes can be secondary additions to
enclosure castles, sometimes much later, e.g.
Castle Neroche, Somerset, and Goltho, Lincs.
(Kenyon 1990, 28-31; Pounds 1990, 12;
Shapland 2017, 106; et al.). It has been
suggested that the ringwork was the
predominant form in mid-eleventh-century
Normandy, and that the motte was prevalent
in neither France nor Britain in the years
immediately following the Conquest (Pounds
1990, 12; Shapland 2017, 105; et al.). However,
the situation is by no means clear-cut and
recent work has shown the difficulties in dating
a motte relative to the rest of the castle
(Fradley 2017, 130). The arguments have been
summarised by Tom McNeill (McNeill 2012).
At castles with more than one bailey,
particularly those on rural sites, the additional
enclosure(s) can similarly be secondary and
much later. Only at a few sites can the sequence
be unravelled. In addition, the distinction
between motte castles and enclosure castles is
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

artificial and there were many intermediate
forms (including the so-called ‘ring-motte’). In
the following discussion, and in the tables, I
have retained the restrictive but still widelyused terms ‘ringwork’ and ‘partial ringwork’ for
those enclosure castles where it seems
appropriate.
A number of sites are now represented solely
by mottes. But an unknown number may
formerly have had baileys for which the
physical evidence has now gone; the same is
true for ringworks. Excavation at Guéramé
Motte at Courgains (Sarthe), in Maine, has
shown how much above-ground evidence can
be lost, which here included the motte.
Nevertheless, excavation around the
surviving motte at Mount Bures (Essex) failed
to locate any evidence for a bailey.
Many Montgomery-Bellême castles – like early
castles in general – defy rigid classification.
Each was tailored to a particular set of
circumstances and demands, while dictated by
its topographic setting and any earlier use of
its site. Montgomery-Bellême castles
encompass a wide variety of forms and include
one site, Mount Bures, with questionable
evidence for any buildings at all. In summary,
care must be taken when interpreting the
following data, and extrapolating from any
apparent comparisons and connections.
Castles in France
The French castles of the House of
Montgomery-Bellême
have
attracted
considerable interest, particularly those of
Robert de Bellême on the Normandy-Maine
frontier which received a great deal of
attention from Orderic Vitalis. Gabriel Fleury’s
studies of these castles, in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century, are still a useful
resource (e.g. Fleury and Dangin 1929). More
recently, Bellême castles were the subject of
a comprehensive PhD thesis by Gérard Louise
(Louise 1988), and his subsequent two-part
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bailey, but they are possible at another five;
three however may be post-1112 additions,
as suggested at Saint-Rémy-du-Val (see
below).
Montgomery-Bellême
period
masonry is not certainly known at any site.
Table 1, assembled from a variety of sources,
These figures are broken down further in the
lists a total of 39 Montgomery-Bellême
following discussion.
castles, at 33 sites, 19 now in Normandy and
14 in Maine; four sites feature more than one Four castles re-use Iron Age enclosures, with
castle. Not all were founded by the re-use possible at another four. One possible
Montgomerys, and six castles may feature no motte re-uses a Bronze Age burial mound.
One castle directly overlies a Roman-period
Montgomery work.³
building, but many more were established
Orderic Vitalis, writing 1114-41, consistently
within Gallo-Roman towns. Between nine
maintains that the House of Montgomeryand 11 towns or bourgs appear to have been
Bellême – with which he had been closely
established alongside, or soon after their
associated – held 34 castles in France between
castles, but not all are certain Montgomery1077 and 1112, in the person of Robert de
Bellême foundations. Those that were
Bellême (Chibnall 1973, 301; Chibnall 1978, 33,
belong to the late-tenth to mid-eleventh
95-7, 399). Only nine of these castles, all in
century; only one town, at Fourches
Maine, are specifically mentioned (Chibnall
(Calvados), was apparently established later
1975, 235; see below), but there are
in the eleventh century.
references to several others. Orderic’s figure
partly corresponds with those listed in Table The castles lie in two main concentrations (see
1, but one or both may be incomplete. And, as Fig. 1): in central Normandy, along the Dives
the complement of Montgomery-Bellême Valley between Falaise, Vimoutiers and Sées;
castles fluctuated through time Orderic must in southern Normandy, around Alençon, Sées
mean either the grand total, or at its peak c. and Bellême, and the Saosnois (Sonnois) region
1100. However, three of the castles in Table 1 of northeast Maine, around Mamers. There
had been lost to the family by the 1090s, were, in addition, outlying castles at Domfront
leaving only 30 sites: either Orderic was (Orne) and Bures-sur-Dives (Calvados).
including all castles at the multiple sites, Table Although many of these castles survive in
1 is incomplete or, most likely, his figure is not reasonable condition, a number of them have
been damaged or destroyed and their form is
to be relied upon too strictly.
not always properly known. Among them are
Of the 39 castles, 16 show mottes, five show
Bellême itself (Orne), Bures-sur-Dives
possible mottes while 14 are enclosure
(Calvados), and Aillières-Beauvoir and Mamers
castles without mottes – a balance slightly in
(both Sarthe), now almost entirely gone. Few,
favour of motte castles. In the case of the
moreover, have been archaeologically
campaign castles of the 1090s, there is a
investigated, and though many are mentioned
strong probability that the mottes are
in the sources, close dating mostly remains
primary features (see below). The enclosures
provisional; the only one to have been properly
include five partial ringworks, at least two of
excavated is the recently discovered Guéramé
which are adapted from Iron Age defended
Motte at Courgains.
sites. Only eight or nine castles are notably
large. Only two castles show more than one
paper published in La Pays Bas-Normand
(Louise 1990 and 1991). Mention must also
be made of Marjorie Chibnall’s translations
of Orderic Vitalis (Chibnall 1969-78).
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Fig. 1: The French castles of the House of Montgomery-Bellême, c. 1000-1112.

Early castles of the Bellêmes
Between 21 and 30 castles were erected
between the late tenth and mid-eleventh
century, during the establishment and
expansion of Montgomery-Bellême power. At
least six, possibly 11 are mottes, and 10 are
enclosures including four partial ringworks.
Multiple baileys are present at just one castle,
but possibly existed at another five.
The early centre of Bellême power was at
Bellême itself, now in Normandy (Orne) but
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

held from the kings of France during the
eleventh and early twelfth centuries (Chibnall
1978, 181; Haggar 2017, 145; Thompson
2002, 61). Bellême was fortified by Ivo, the
founder of the Bellême dynasty, in the midlate tenth century, but his castrum appears
not have occupied the site of the later castle,
and may be represented by the small, partial
ringwork on a spur just to the south (Louise
1991, 230). It is generally thought to have
moved around the 1020s (Louise 1991, 58,
194-5; Thompson 2002, 26; Travers 1896,
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282 et al.); the present is a largish, oval hilltop
enclosure with an associated defended
settlement or bourg (Fig. 2). Defences
remained of timber throughout MontgomeryBellême tenure (Chibnall 1978, 183; Chibnall
2003, 121; Thompson 2002, 61-2); it has been
speculated they later added a motte,
truncated after 1112 (Louise 1991, 231).
By the mid-eleventh century, Alençon (Orne),
which had become the caput of an
independent county during the 1040s, was
overshadowing Bellême and Roger de
Montgomery made it his main centre of power
from the 1050s onwards (Hagger 2017, 127,
129; see Fig. 1). Excavation shows that the
town, which has Gallo-Roman origins, received
bank-and-ditch defences during the fourth
century (Champion 2008, 6-12; Touchet et al.
1835, 29-30). Like Bellême, the castle was
established in the late tenth or early eleventh
century, by Ivo de Bellême or, more likely, his
successor William de Bellême (Louise 1991,
160). The ‘tower’ (‘turrimque’) is mentioned
in 1118 but, as at Bellême, all work appears to
have been of timber (Chibnall 1978, 209;
Louise 1991, 190, 223). The castle was entirely
remodelled in the fourteenth century
(Champion 2008, 6-12).
Sées, which has its origins as the Roman
walled city of Civitas Salarum (Neveux 1990,
361-9; Stapleton 1840, xxxvii), had also been
acquired by the Bellêmes by the early
eleventh century (Chibnall 1969, 362; Louise
1991, 216-17). Its importance continued
through the early medieval period, as the
seat of a bishopric from the mid-fifth century
onwards (Stapleton 1840, xlii); an abbey, St
Martins, was founded in the sixth century and
reconstituted by Roger de Montgomery in
the 1050s (Chibnall 1969, 47-9, 363). The
medieval town comprised three separate
units (Fig. 3). The Bourg l'Évêque occupied
the Roman core and cathedral, north of the
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Fig. 2: Plan of the castle and bourg at Bellême
(Orne).

River Orne and within the Hiémois. The other
two units lay south of the river, in the
Montgomery-Bellême county of Alençon: the
Bourg l’Abbé around the abbey, and the Bourg
le Comte around the castle (Neveux 1990,
361-9). This was a motte-castle, possibly built
by William de Bellême in the 1020s but first
mentioned 1066-89 (Louise 1991, 217), which
may never have been accompanied by a bailey
(Neveux 1995, 156-8; Neveux 1997, 280).
Robert de Bellême also acquired episcopal
Sées in c.1094 (Chibnall 1973, 297 and ns.).
Domfront (Orne) was another early
acquisition of the Bellême family, 1015-25
(Louise 1991, 198); it was held of the County
of Maine until the mid-eleventh century when
it was united with Normandy (Chibnall 1969,
362; see Fig. 1). William de Bellême built the
castle in the late tenth or early eleventh
century, presumably on the present site at the
end of a spur, cut off by a deep ditch (NissenJaubert 1998, 147-62). A town was present by
the 1090s (Chibnall 1973, 257-9), but may not
have been a new plantation as a settlement
is said to have existed by the sixth century.
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Saosnes (Sarthe), the early caput of the
Saosnois region of Maine (see Fig. 1), lies on
monastic land appropriated by Ivo de
Bellême in the late tenth century (Chibnall
1975, 227 and n. 2). It was the site of a
settlement by the third century, which had
become the regional centre by the eighth
century (Valais et al. 2010, 165). The castle
consists of a large motte, which is generally
regarded as the work of Robert de Bellême,
but the site itself may be an earlier
foundation (ibid.; Louise 1991, 216); an
accompanying enclosure is now occupied by
the settlement and church, but possibly
began as a bailey (Louise 1991, 287-8).

Fig. 3: Plan of the three bourgs at Sées (Orne).

The Bellêmes lost control of Domfront in
1092 (Chibnall 1973, 259, 293; Stapleton
1840, lxxviii), while the earliest stonework is
thought to be Henry I’s square keep, built
soon after 1100 (Howlett 1889, 106-7; Louise
1991, 199; Mesqui 1997, 152).
The enclosure castle at Essay (Orne), just
southeast of Sées, was begun by the Bellêmes
early in the eleventh century (Duval 1895, 13,
41-2; Louise 1991, 200; Touchet et al. 1835,
31), and was among their most important
castles in 1088 (Chibnall 1973, 153). Only
fragments now remain, but it seems there
was no motte (Fig. 4). The castle at nearby
Boitron belonged to the fief of Essay (Duval
1895, 13, 16, 23, 41-2; Touchet et al. 1835,
31-2), and was another enclosure. Thought
to be early/mid-eleventh century, it is
mentioned 1080-94 (Louise 1991, 196) while
Robert de Bellême held a court there in 1105
(Sicotière and Poulet-Malassis 1845, 168).
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Saint-Rémy-du-Val (Sarthe) also lies on
monastic land appropriated by Ivo; by the
late twelfth century, at least, it had replaced
Saosnes as caput of the Saosnois (Chibnall
1975, 227 and n. 2; Meunier 2014, 18, 21). It
now comprises a ringwork of medium size,
with two large crescentic outer baileys, all in
line. Gabriel Fleury assigned them all to the
1090s, under Robert de Bellême (Fleury 1887,
11), but the castle may have been established
in the early eleventh century (Meunier 2014,
21), while the ringwork appears to have been
remodelled as a sub-rectangular enclosure,
and the outer enclosures added, during the
later medieval period (Corvisier 1998(2), 584;
Meunier 2014, 19).
Early castles of the Montgomerys
An early centre of Montgomery power was at
Montgommery itself. A ducal manor, it had
been granted to the Montgomerys before
c.1030 (Hagger 2017, 80; Neuville 1867, 529;
Thompson 1987, 251), to become the head of
an extensive lordship of 40 fiefs including
Vignats and Fourches near Falaise in the
Hiémois (Neuville 1867, 533-4; see Fig. 1).
Montgommery was described simply as a
‘vicus’ in a charter of 1028-35 (Yver 1955, 53),
but a castle must have been present by the
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– under their patronage (Chibnall 1978, 33 and
n. 2, 37). The present enclosure castle may
have been associated with a mound (motte?)
immediately to the south (Louise 1991, 239).

Fig. 4: Plan of the castle and bourg at Essay (Orne).

later 1030s when it was besieged (Chibnall
1973, 77; Louise 1991, 208; Thompson 1987,
257). There are in fact two castles here, one
possibly succeeding the other, but there is no
agreement about which may be the earlier.
The castle at Sainte-Foy-de-Montgommery
appears to have been a sizeable motte, now
levelled and with no trace of a bailey (Louise
1991, 276). The equally scant remains at
Saint-Germain-de-Montgommery, 2.5 kilometres to the southeast near Vimoutiers, though
often called a motte, seem to indicate an oval
enclosure of medium-large size, on the end of
a spur (Louise 1991, 277; Neuville 1867, 534;
Jeremy Knight pers. comm.).
A second ducal demesne manor was granted
to the Montgomerys before 1030, at Buressur-Dives (Calvados), in the northern Hiémois
(Hagger 2017, 80), which became an
important centre for the family close by their
abbey at Troarn. A castle had been
established by 1077 when Mabel de Bellême
was murdered there (Chibnall 1972, 137), but
is of unknown form. Another important
Montgomery castle was at Almenêches
(Orne). The manor had been acquired by
Roger de Montgomery’s father in the 1020s
(Hagger 2017, 81, 92), and was also associated
with an important religious house – a nunnery
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

The castles of Fourches and Vignats (Calvados), in Montgommery lordship, lie 400
metres apart and appear similarly to have
succeeded one another (Fig. 5). Vignats, to
the west, may have been in existence by the
1030s when the place-name occurs as a
Montgommery-Bellême possession (Caumont 1850, 421); it became one of their chief
holdings. A castle is first specified in 1088, by
Orderic (Chibnall 1973, 153), who then tells
us that in 1090-91 ‘Robert de Bellême built a
castellum on a crag known as Fourches and
moved the inhabitants of Vignats there’
(Chibnall 1973, 229). However, the castle that
Orderic names ‘Vignats’ was still in use in
1119 (Chibnall 1978, 225), and was not abandoned until the sixteenth century (Caumont
1850, 422) – which one is meant? Or did both
continue to be occupied? (neither occupies
a ‘crag’). Though often called a motte (eg.
Galeron et al. 1828, 320-1), Vignats was
probably a partial ringwork (Painchault 2012,
212-13 and Fig. 5); Fourches shows a large,
low oval platform (motte?), with traces of a
subrectangular bailey (Louise 1991, 253).
Later castles
Work occurred on 13 castles under Robert de
Bellême in the 1090s, but perhaps only two of
them were entirely new constructions. At least
three, possibly nine are mottes, and two are
possible enclosures including a partial
ringwork. Multiple baileys are present at just
one castle, but possibly existed at another two.
Château-Gontier (Orne) was built by Robert
around 1091 (Chibnall 1973, 229; Thompson
1991, 273 and n. 47; Whitelock et al. 1961,
171). It lies in the Houlme region of the
Hiémois (Fig. 1), within which he appears to
have been acting as vicomte for his father;
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Fig. 5: Plan of the castles at Vignats and
Fourches (Calvados).

the castle was in the custody of his brother
Roger in 1094 (Howlett 1889, 53). It is
possible that it re-used the promontory fort,
in a loop of the River Orne, at La Courbe
(Galeron 1835, 465-6; Louise 1991, 243), and
although there is no evidence for any
accompanying settlement, it is one of those
castles that Orderic Vitalis termed ‘oppidum’
(Chibnall 1973, 229), perhaps with reference
to the large area enclosed by the prehistoric
defences. However a motte-and-bailey, next
to the parish church 1 kilometre to the
northeast, is another good candidate for
Robert’s castle (Louise 1991, 244-5).
Orderic tells us that, in 1098, Robert held nine
castles in Maine, namely Aillieres, Blèves,
Mamers, Mont-de-la-Nue (Contilly), La MotteGautier-de-Clinchamps (Chemilly), Ortieuse,
Peray, Saint-Rémy-du-Val and Saosnes (Chibnall
1975, 235). This was a contested region, with
numerous castles, not all of which belonged to
the Montgomerys or their dependents; identifying these nine castles is problematical. And at
least one of them, La Motte-Gautier-de-Clinchamps, is now in Normandy. Nevertheless, all
have been fairly confidently identified, and
remains survive at six.

King William Rufus, during the Norman campaign against Maine in 1098-99 (Chibnall 1975,
234-5). Others were existing castles that were
strengthened by ‘digging deep ditches’ around
them – ‘oppida antiqua . . precipitibus fossis
cingens’ (ibid.). While Orderic does not distinguish between the two groups, he implies that
the castles at Lurson (Le Val), Mamers, Saosnes
and Saint-Rémy-du-Val were in existence by
1088 (Chibnall 1973, 153; Chibnall 1975, 227
and n. 2). Some of these castles were initially
built by Ivo de Bellême, and his successor
William, in the late tenth/early eleventh century, after the acquisition of the Saosnois
(Chibnall 1973, 153; Fleury and Dangin 1929,
16; Louise 1990, 331; Meunier 2014, 16-17, 21).
However, a number of them appear to be
unaccompanied mottes, and where baileys do
exist they can be noticeably small. They cannot
have been fully-functioning manorial centres,
and perhaps their purpose was primarily military (Corvisier 1998 (2), 334; Valais et al. 2010,
166-9), possibly favouring a date in the late
1090s. Nevertheless, very few of them have
been excavated and their exact nature, and
date, has yet to fully demonstrated; an exception is Guéramé Motte, at Courgains (Valais et
al. 2010, 166), where the motte and very small
bailey were only discovered through aerial
photography (Fig. 6).

Others are larger, but all might have pre-1090
origins. For instance Mont-de-la-Nue, Contilly
(Sarthe), a motte with two baileys – the outer
one very large – may have early/mid-eleventhcentury origins (Louise 1991, 208, 242). Lurson,
a partial ringwork with two baileys (Louise 1991,
285-6), was similarly earlier: Roger de Montgomery was recorded there in the 1050s
(Thompson 1987, 261), while a castle is definitely
mentioned in 1067 (Louise 1991, 205). Mamers,
suggested by Gabriel Fleury to have comprised
a motte and three baileys (Fleury 1887; Louise
Some of these castles were newly-built by 1991, 259),⁴ was probably also earlier (see
Robert (‘oppida nova’), with the assistance of Chibnall 1973, 153; Louise 1991, 206).
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The motte-and-bailey at Igé (Orne), a
contender for Orderic’s castle of Rupem de
Ialgeio or Ialgeium (Chibnall 1972, 137;
Chibnall 1973, 153; Siguret 2000, 98-9), is
now generally rejected in favour of La RocheMabile (see below; Chibnall 1972, 137 and n.
1, 161; Stapleton 1840, lxxiii), and instead
may represent Orderic’s Ortieuse (Louise
1991, 255; Meunier 2014, 14 fig.), although
it now lies in Normandy rather than Maine.⁵
It is likely to have been a foundation of Robert
de Bellême in c.1098, occupying open country
within the Bellêmois, far from any settlement,
while associated with two more castles in a
complex that may have been primarily
military.

Fig. 6: Plan of Guéramé Motte, Courgains
(Sarthe), showing archaeological trenches.

Other sites within the Montgomery-Bellême by Robert de Bellême (Corvisier 1998(2), 135,
ambit
138). There was also a small ditched bourg,
Robert de Bellême was apparently as at Gisors (Lepeuple 2012, 24-5 and fig., 32
responsible for the design of King William fig.). These two towns were however the
Rufus’s castle at Gisors, Eure, built in 1097 result of royal planning, rather than Bellême’s
(Chibnall 1973, xxxiv; Chibnall 1975, 215-17; influence, continuing a ducal tradition of
Corvisier 1998(2), 328; Lepeuple 2012, 15). fortified town foundation which had its
Recent work suggests that the motte – which origins in the tenth century and referenced
is notably large⁶ – was at first accompanied the existing urban framework within
by a more averagely-sized bailey to one side, northern France.
now subsumed within the immense sub- Ballon (Sarthe), in Maine, was captured by
rectangular enclosure that was thrown King William Rufus in 1098, and its custody
around the motte during the twelfth century given to Robert de Bellême who ‘fortified’ the
(Lepeuple 2012, 15-16 and fig.). Gisors was castle (‘Balaonem munivit’; Chibnall 1975,
probably a Gallo-Roman settlement, and was 243-5, 254-5), although we do not know what
already important by the tenth century; it this work involved. The castle is a smallish,
appears to have been reconstituted as a D-shaped enclosure on the scarped summit of
bourg, with bank-and-ditch defences, during a hillock; the present defences are ‘much later’
or soon after the construction of the castle (Louise 1991, 226).
(Lepeuple 2012, 15-18 and fig.) and, though
small, it was described as ‘very strongly The castles at Saint-Céneri-le-Gérei (Orne),
Échauffour (Orne) and Montreuil-l’Argillé
fortified’ in the 1130s (Chibnall 1978, 345).
(Eure) were acquired by the House of
The castle at Château-sur-Epte, Eure, was also Montgomery from their vassals (and rivals),
built by Rufus in the late 1090s (Chibnall 1978, the Giroies, in 1059-60 (Chibnall 1969, 79-81;
233). It has a motte nearly as large as at Chibnall 1972, 135; Thompson 1987, 262).
Gisors, flanked by a large oval bailey, and it Saint-Céneri had probably been established
has been suggested that it too was designed around 1044 (Chibnall 1978, 195 n. 2; Louise
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1991, 274), and the settlement at its gates
may be roughly contemporary (Chibnall 1969,
27 n. 4); the castle at Échauffour was begun
in the early-mid eleventh century (Chibnall
1969, 83, 93; Louise 1991, 200) as, probably,
was Montreuil. Saint-Céneri Castle occupies
the neck of a loop in the River Sarthe and, at
its greatest extent, seems to have comprised
a motte with two enclosures in line, vestiges
of which remain (Louise 1991, 274; Touchet
et al. 1835, 29). Montreuil-l’Argillé is often
termed a motte, but the physical remains
now comprise a single semicircular enclosure
(Painchault 2012, 212). Échauffour has gone,
and its form is unknown (Louise 1991, 248);
a town was in existence by the 1080s
(Chibnall 1972, 141), and another had
developed at Montreuil by at least 1138
(Chibnall 1978, 513). All three castles were
restored to the Giroies in 1088 (Chibnall 1973,
155-7, 297; Louise 1991, 200). No MontgomeryBellême work is certainly known at these
castles, but has been suggested at Saint-Céneri
(Louise 1991, 214; see Chibnall 1973, 153),
while the similarity between Montreuil-l’Argillé
and Vignats has been remarked upon
(Painchault 2012, 212-13).
It is generally agreed that La Roche-Mabile
(Orne) is the castle of Rupem de Ialgeio, or
Ialgeium, mentioned by Orderic (Chibnall
1972, 137 and n. 1, 161; Chibnall 1973, 153;
Louise 1991, 213; Stapleton 1840, lxxiii). A
possession of a vassal of the Giroies, it was,
like the latter’s castles, acquired by the
Montgomerys in 1059-60 (Chibnall 1972, 137,
161; Chibnall 1975, 157; Louise 1991, 213,
271). A medium-sized enclosure on the
summit of a rocky bluff, it shows the remains
of twelfth-century masonry (Sicotière 1845,
26-7; Touchet et al. 1835, 24-5) while a
concentric, outer enclosure is possible
(Louise 1991, 271). An important bourg
developed at the foot of the bluff (Bernouis
et al. 1993, 129-30; Paige 1895, 401-4).
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The castle at Peray (Sarthe), which formed
part of Robert de Bellême’s chain of
fortifications in the Saosnois during the late
1090s (Chibnall 1975, 235), had been
appropriated from another Montgomery
vassal, William Pantulf, before 1077 (Chibnall
1972, 161; Chibnall 1978, 447). It comprises
a large motte; the fairly small, regular,
rectangular bailey appears result from later
modification for masonry, showing the
possible remains of towers at the four
corners (Louise 1991, 268-9; Siguret 1964,
138-40; Verdier 1978). A second, similar-sized
motte, without a bailey, stands close by
(Louise 1991, 269).
Mottes seem to predominate on the holdings
of Montgomery vassals. Out of a sample of
19 sites, mottes are present at 13, and
possible at another four. Some of them are
further multiple motte sites, eg. both Buré
and Villeray (Orne), near Bellême (Carpentier
et al. 2001, 187-9; Louise 1990, 225, 232;
Louise 1991, 235-6). Four are enclosure
castles, including three ringworks/partial
ringworks with probable Iron Age origins
(Louise 1991, 224-5, 238, 256-7). Two are of
uncertain form. Only two sites feature
multiple baileys (Louise 1991, 224, 284).
The three ducal castles of the comté of
Hiémois were at Argentan, Exmes and Falaise
(Hagger, 167, 596; Stapleton 1840, lxxxviii,
cxxxiii). Exmes (Orne) was the caput of the
Hiémois until supplanted in importance, by
Argentan and Falaise, during the tentheleventh century (Louise 1991, 201;
Stapleton 1844, 109 n. 1). There is now
considerable doubt whether the duke’s
vicecomtes acted as custodians of his castles
(Hagger 2017, 547-8), and MontgomeryBellême associations may normally have
been limited. Argentan Castle (Orne) was
however held by Roger de Montgomery
during the 1080s, and then granted in fee to
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Robert de Bellême in 1094 (Chibnall 1973,
297; Chibnall 1978, 47, 99 and n. 1); it was
surrendered to Henry I in 1106 (Chibnall
1978, 99). It is nevertheless thought that the
surviving castle – a motte-and-bailey – was
begun by Henry I in the 1130s (Chibnall 1978,
447; Corvisier 1998 (2), 13, 24; Howlett 1889,
106-7).

Only two of the above castles have been extensively excavated, at Old Montgomery (Hen
Domen), Montgomeryshire, and Tong in Shropshire, though smaller- scale investigations have
been undertaken, or are ongoing, at a number
of others including Mount Bures (Essex), Quatford, Shrewsbury and Whittington (all Shrops.),
and Pembroke.

Robert de Bellême siezed ducal Exmes Castle
in 1103 (Chibnall 1978, 35), but he was forced
to relinquish it three years later (Hagger
2017, 161), and it is questionable whether he
undertook any works there. The town has
origins in the Gallo-Roman period, becoming
the regional capital in the sixth century
(Stapleton 1840, xlii), though suggested
Carolingian origins for the castle are
debateable (Renoux 1989, 114). It was an
oval enclosure, with a very small, ditched
bourg which was extended by Henry I, 110635 (Louise 1991, 249; Mesnil du Buisson
1933, 15-18) – both the ‘old’ and ‘new’ towns
are mentioned by Orderic (Chibnall 1978,
463) – when the castle was rebuilt in stone
(Howlett 1889, 106-7).

The 46 castles break down into 28 mottes, 12
enclosures including seven partial ringworks,
and four castles of uncertain form. There are
more than twice as many mottes as enclosure
castles, but the possibility that the mottes
were secondary is ever present. Eleven to 13
castles can be described as large – a slightly
higher proportion than in France. Between
10 and 14 (around a quarter) show more than
one bailey but, at two sites, the additional
enclosure is very small and may be more in
the nature of a ‘hornwork’ associated with
an entry. Unlike France, there is no evidence
for multiple castles under common ownership at any one site. Eleventh-century
masonry is known at one castle, and has been
suggested at another two; this will be discussed below.

Castles in Britain
We have seen something of the MontgomeryBellême family’s castle-building background,
and some of the influences that came with
them to Britain in 1067. The sources suggest
that, at its height in 1100-02, between 43 and
46 castles in Britain were directly held by the
family. Montgomery work is however only
certainly known at eight, all their own
foundations, while origins with the family are
likely at another six (Table 2; Fig. 7). Twenty
castles cannot be closely dated, while six were
in their hands for such a short period that major
building operations may be unlikely. Work by
the family is considered unlikely at another four
castles, which were either established by other
individuals (i.e. Shrewsbury), or are normally
regarded as twelfth-century.
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Four, possibly nine castles re-use Iron Age
enclosures, and one or three occupy Bronze
Age/early Iron Age burial sites. One overlies
a Roman fort, and one was established within
a Romano-British town. Between six and 10
overlie Anglo-Saxon or Welsh manorial sites,
while five or eight were established within or
around Anglo-Saxon settlements. Only one
or two towns can be confidently regarded as
new foundations of the Montgomerys.
The eight known Montgomery castle foundations are Arundel (Sussex), Bridgnorth and
Quatford (Shrops.), Carreghofa and Old
Montgomery (Montgomeryshire), Cardigan,
Lancaster and Pembroke. Three are motte
castles; the remaining five are enclosures
including four partial ringworks. Only
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thought to have been
begun soon after Roger
de Montgomery was
awarded the Rape of
Arundel in late 1067
(Baggs and Warne
1997, 38; Chibnall
1969, 211, 263; Mason
1963, 2, 4-5); the latter
embraced 82 manors in
Sussex, worth nearly
£1000 p.a., eleven of
which were held in
demesne
(Open
Domesday; see Fig. 7).
The castle, which was
recorded in 1088 (King
1983, 469 n. 3), shows
a very large motte like
King
William
I’s
Windsor Castle, begun
shortly after 1066 (and
the later Gisors); also
like Windsor, the motte
lies between two
baileys. While this
layout could be original
(Fradley 2011, 254), it
is
unusual
in
Fig. 7: British castles in demesne fiefs in Montgomery-Bellême
Montgomery-Bellême
possession, before 1102.
designs, and at Windsor
Arundel shows a second bailey, which may
is
thought
to
result
from the addition of a
or may not be a primary feature.
second bailey in the mid-late twelfth century
The six other most likely Montgomery (Tatton-Brown 2007, 24-8). Arundel Castle
foundations are Chichester (Sussex), Hodnet, lies close to an existing Anglo-Saxon
Lydham and Tong (Shrops.), Mount Bures settlement (Baggs and Warne 1997, 12, 19;
(Essex) and Penwortham (Lancs.). All are Fradley 2011, 253; Open Domesday). It is
motte castles except one partial ringwork, possible that it received some masonry
none certainly shows a second bailey, while before its seizure in 1102; this is discussed
Mount Bures appears to lack a bailey below.
altogether.
Roger de Montgomery also probably built the
Roger de Montgomery
now-damaged motte castle at Chichester,
The first Montgomery-Bellême castle in Sussex, soon after 1067 (Fradley 2011, 259;
Britain was probably Arundel (Sussex), Salzman 1935, 79-80):⁷ while Arundel was his
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Note – further castles in northwest England may have been part of the seizure of Roger de
Poitevin’s estates during the compilation of Domesday Book.
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caput, Chichester was an existing Saxon
town, with Roman origins, and the main port
for the Rape (Fradley 2011, 257; Salzman
1935, 71). A bailey is likely, but has gone.
Midhurst (Sussex) also occupied the Rape,
within the manor of Easebourne which was
omitted from Domesday Book, perhaps
accidentally (Salzman 1953, 76-7). The oval
ringwork on St Ann’s Hill above the town is
generally assigned to the twelfth century
(King 1983, 473 et al.), but has also been
attributed, while acknowledging an absence
of documentary evidence, to Roger de
Montgomery (Thompson 2001, 21). It has
however been suggested that Midhurst may
have been monastic property during the
eleventh century: it was granted to Savaric
FitzCana after the 1102 rebellion (Salzman
1953, 76-7), along with two other Sussex
manors that had been granted, by
Montgomery, to his nunnery at Almenêches
in Normandy, suggesting that it too was a
possession of Almenêches (Chibnall 1978, 33
and n. 2), and all three were in the hands of
Savaric’s Bohun descendants by the late
twelfth century (ibid.). An enclosure at the
foot of the hill, embracing an early town, has
been convincingly suggested (Magilton and
Thomas 2001, 117), but it may have been
Savaric who established both castle and
town.⁸
Roger de Montgomery was granted the
earldom of Shrewsbury (Shropshire) around
1071, after the defeat of the Saxon earl Edwin
of Mercia and the forfeiture of his estate
(Chibnall 1969, 211 n. 1, 263; Mason 1963, 2-4).
The grant, and Roger’s subsequent gains in the
Marches, increased his British estate to a total
of 281 manors, 85 of which were held in
demesne (Open Domesday). Of these manors,
100 (or over a third) were in Shropshire and the
borders, worth £750 p.a. and with 50 held in
demesne; the rest were scattered through ten
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

other counties. Roger’s lands in Shropshire
encompassed most of the county (Fig. 7), but a
number of fiefs along its southern border had
already been granted to followers of William
FitzOsbern, earl of Hereford (Coplestone-Crow
2006, 21; Mason 1963, 3).
The caput of Roger’s earldom was at
Shrewsbury itself, where King William I had
apparently built a castle by 1069: the
‘praesidium regis apud Scrobesburium’,
mentioned by Orderic in that year (Chibnall
1969, 228), can probably best be interpreted
as a castle (Baker 2020, 4; Fradley 2011, 187,
et al.). It comprises a large motte, with a
bailey, the latter having originally been very
small due to the imposition of the motte and
its ditch (Baker 2020, 38); it cannot at present
be confirmed that the motte was a primary
feature. The earliest castle masonry is
considered to be twelfth-century (Baker 2020,
8; Radford 1958, 16-17). An outer bailey was
present, perhaps from the first, but it had
ceased to be seignueurial by the thirteenth
century and was yielded for urban
development (Baker 2020, 2-3; Fradley 2017,
123). The castle occupied the edge of a Saxon
burh, mentioned in c. 900 (Fradley 2011, 183)
and called a ‘city’ of 82 burgesses in
Domesday, within which 51 properties were
demolished to make way for it (Open
Domesday). It had been fortified before 1066
(Fradley 2011, 184; Jones and Bond 1987,
94-112); Orderic mentions its gates, and the
suburbs which had developed by the time he
was writing in the early twelfth century
(Chibnall 1972, 143, 149).
Eardington was one of Earl Roger’s Shropshire
demesne manors, within which Domesday
recorded his ‘new house’ at Quatford (‘nova
domus’; Open Domesday). This may refer to
Quatford Castle, but perhaps implies that the
manor-house there had yet to receive
defences; it appears to have done so by c.1100
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(see below). A fairly small motte-and-bailey
(Fig. 8), it shows no evidence of any additional
enclosures (Fradley 2011, 190; Mason and
Barker 1966), while excavation in the 1960s
indicated that the bailey may have been
merely a scarped platform with neither bank
nor ditch (Mason and Barker 1966, 42-3,
49-50).
Roger’s demesne castle at Tong, Shrops., was
extensively excavated during the 1970s-80s
(Fig. 9). It was shown to be a small, ditched
partial ringwork at the end of a low promontory, with timber defences – including a possible free-standing tower – and what was
considered to be a contemporary outer ward
(Wharton 1983, 3-4; ‘Discovering Tong’ website). This phase was considered to be the work
of Earl Roger, perhaps adapting an Iron Age
enclosure (ibid.). The large motte-and-bailey at
Whittington Castle (Shrops.) has also been
subject to recent investigations (Brown et al.
2004). A castle was in existence by 1138
(Chibnall 1978, 519), but it is uncertain whether
it was established by Earl Roger; it may have
been a foundation of the Peverels after 1102
(Brown et al. 2004, 106-15). One, possibly two
outer enclosures may be primary features.

settlement of 40 villagers was present by 1086
(Open Domesday), which may be significant
to the castle’s foundation date.
It was not long after receiving Shropshire that
Roger de Montgomery advanced westwards
into Wales. His castle at Old Montgomery
(‘Hen Domen’) is mentioned in Domesday,
and the chronicles suggest that it may have
been built by 1074 (Williams ab Ithel 1860,
26). It was the Montgomery’s caput in midWales, through which they became the only
Norman baronial family after which a British
county is named (Mason 1963, 1). Yet it is a
relatively simple castle, of moderate size – a
motte, which was a primary feature, and a
single bailey – at which masonry was never
added by the family, nor a borough founded
(Barker and Higham 1982, 5-7, 12, 30).

From their base at Montgomery, the earl and
his sons campaigned deep into Wales: raids
into Dyfed and Ceredigion are recorded in
1073 and 1074 (Williams ab Ithel 1860, 26).
By 1086, the cantrefi of Cydewain and
Arwystli (now Montgomeryshire) were in
Roger’s own hands (Open Domesday), driving
a wedge through mid-Wales (Fig. 7). Further
north, he also held the cwmwdau of Cynllaith
The demesne manor at Hodnet (Shrops.) was and Edeyrnion (now Denbighs. and
the centre of a large estate before 1066 Merioneth), through his sheriff Reginald de
(Eyton 1859, 326-7; Open Domesday). The Bailleul and another tenant.
castle, a motte-and-bailey, is first mentioned At least some of the earthwork castles in the
in 1223 (King 1983, 424-5), but may have former region are probably foundations of the
been built soon after 1086.⁹ Another earl, including Rhos Diarbed, at Llandinam in
important Domesday manor in Shropshire Arwystli. It is one of the few Montgomeryshire
was Lydham where the motte and castles with two baileys, here thought to be
subrectangular bailey, of average size, may an adaptation of an Iron Age enclosure (King
also belong to Earl Roger’s tenure (see Eyton 1983, 297; Spurgeon 1966, 14-15). The motte
1860, 275-6; King 1983, 435). The large castle and small bailey of Gro Tump, at Newtown in
at Ellesmere (Shrops.), comprising a motte Cydewain, is undated but thought to be the
and two baileys, was considered by David work of Earl Roger (Spurgeon 1966, 18). It lies
King to be twelfth century (King 1983, 424). within a large outer enclosure, which shows
However, Roger held the fief with his sheriff further subdivisions (ibid.; King 1983, 300)
of Shropshire, Reginald de Bailleul, and a suggesting it may, too, be an earlier feature.
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Fig. 8: Plan of the earthworks at Quatford Castle
(Shrops.).

Fig. 9: Plan of Tong Castle (Shrops.), showing
excavated Phase I features.

The motte castle at Llangurig in Arwystli also
features a second enclosure, but here it is
very small and possibly a ‘hornwork’ (King
1983, 298; Spurgeon 1966, 25-6).

and there is no evidence for the early
masonry gate-tower present at the latter
three (see Shapland 2017, 110-12; Hislop
2019, 14; et al.).¹¹ Ludlow is thought to have
been established by Walter de Lacy, a follower of Earl William FitzOsbern of Hereford,
between 1067 and 1085 (Coplestone-Crow
2006, 21) – although foundation by Roger de
Montgomery, as a tenant of FitzOsbern,
cannot be entirely ruled out (Renn 1987,
57-8). The castle was initially known as
‘Dinham’, a compound place-name suggesting it was, as suggested at Pembroke, an Iron
Age defended settlement or ‘dinas’ (see
Whitehead 2006, 99),¹² while Exeter may
have been the site of an Anglo-Saxon royal
palace (Shapland 2017, 110). Pembroke’s
outer ward seems to have been secondary,
established over an area of the later town
as, apparently, also occurred at Ludlow
during the mid-late twelfth century (Curnow
and Kenyon 2006, 195; Renn and

A cluster of eight mottes in Montgomeryshire, south of the Severn, cannot be dated
but at least three of them are thought to
represent ‘the early advances of Roger de
Montgomery from Hen Domen’ (Spurgeon
1966, 2): the motte, possibly without a bailey,
at Ceri (Neuadd Goch), and the isolated
mottes, without baileys, at Ceri (Tomen
Madoc) and Llandyssil (King 1983, 296-7;
Spurgeon 1966, 19, 28, 34).
The annexation of the mid-Wales cantrefi
was doubtless instrumental in facilitating
the overland attack on southwest Wales, by
Earl Roger and Arnulf, in 1093. The campaign
saw the construction of at least two castles,
at Cardigan and Pembroke. Pembroke was
a medium-sized triangular enclosure,
defined by a semicircular ditch, representing
the present inner ward (Day and Ludlow
2016, 63-5). The form echoes many of the
family’s other partial ringworks in Britain
and France and is closely paralleled at
Ludlow (Shrops.), Barnard Castle (Co.
Durham) and Exeter; Pembroke appears
however to have been entirely of timber,¹⁰
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Shoesmith 2006, 191, 194);¹³ cf. Wallingford
and London, and perhaps e.g. Chester, Guildford and Swansea, whose castles were
extended over their respective towns in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Evans 1983,
17; Fradley 2017, 127, 276). However, this
extension was the exception rather than the
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norm, and the predominant trend in urban (Open Domesday). It was forfeit in 1086, but
castles was towards reduction of seigneurial was recovered by Roger (Farrer and Brownbill
1914, 118-19) and its subordinate manor at
space (ibid. 123).
It is clear from the sources that Roger’s Lancaster emerged as the caput of the honor
Cardigan occupied the present castle site, during the early 1090s, perhaps suggesting
which had already acquired the name ‘Din that Halton had previously fulfilled this role.
Geraint’: the castle was rebuilt by Gilbert de Halton shows an earthwork castle with a
Clare in 1110, ‘in the place that is called fairly large motte and a single bailey (Gardner
Dingeraint, which Earl Roger had begun’ 1908, 524-6). No castle is mentioned in
(Jones 1971, 115-16), or ‘where Earl Roger Domesday, but the circumstances suggest
had before that made a castle’ (Jones 1952, that it might have been built by Roger, before
34).¹⁴ Like Pembroke, it appears to have been the ascendancy of Lancaster.
a partial ringwork, without a bailey, at the end Lancaster Castle itself is thought to have been
begun by Roger in 1093 (Champness 1993, 1),
of a rocky promontory.¹⁵
as an oval enclosure without a motte,
The sons of Montgomery
overlying part of a Roman fort (ibid.; Goodall
Roger the Poitevin had, at some point before 2013, 61-4). A date before 1102 is sometimes
1086, received a substantial grant in northwest assigned the masonry donjon, but Roger
England – the ‘castellatus of Roger the Poitevin’ disappears from the British record after 1094,
– centering on modern Lancashire (Chandler when he may have withdrawn to his wife’s
1989, 2; Chibnall 1972, 151 n. 1; Open lands in Poitou (Thompson 1991, 275 n. 56),
Domesday; see Fig. 7). Though the honor was, and any further personal involvement with
for unknown reasons, undergoing forfeiture Lancaster is unlikely.¹⁷ In the meantime,
while Domesday was being compiled, Roger however, he had established an alien priory at
appears to have retained around 280 manors, Lancaster, which as at Pembroke was
all in demesne; he regained control of the dependent on the family abbey at Sées in
remainder between 1088 and 1093 (Mason Normandy (Chandler 1989, 4; Farrer and
1963, 16; Thompson 1991, 275 n. 56), probably Brownbill 1914, 11).
due in part to his role in King William Rufus’s
northwestern campaign of 1092-3 (Champness Clitheroe Castle, Lancs., is a large enclosure
1993, 1). The region was not yet a county and, with a prominent crag forming a natural
although Roger maintained a sheriff, he was not ‘motte’. It is sometimes credited with a
an earl (Mason 1963, 16) – contra Orderic Vitalis mention in Domesday; this may be a
who, in a moment of licence, described all three misreading of castellatus, i.e. Roger’s honor
brothers as earls (Chibnall 1978, 31).¹⁶ Though to which its parent manor, Barnoldswick,
Roger does not appear to have taken an active belonged (see King 1983, 245 n. 4; Open
part in the 1102 rebellion (Jones 1952, 22-3; Domesday). The castle is not reliably attested
Jones 1971, 95; Mason 1963, 23), and may before 1186-7.¹⁸
never have revisited Britain after 1094, his A castle at Penwortham, Lancs., is however
British lands, like those of his brothers, were recorded in 1086 (Open Domesday). The manor
was held in demesne by Roger the Poitevin and
made forfeit (Chibnall 1978, 33).
An important fief within Roger the Poitevin’s may have been a significant member of his
honor was Halton (Lancs.), which comprised northwestern honor (Mason 1963, 16-17), in
around 25 manors centred on Halton itself which a grant to Sées Abbey is recorded in 1094
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(Farrer 1906, 335).¹⁹ The castle, a motte and
possible bailey, was strategically sited in the
Ribble Valley overlooking a ford (Gardner 1908,
534). Further castles in northwest England may
have been held in demesne by Roger, but were
under seizure during the compilation of
Domesday Book.
Roger the Poitevin also held extensive estates
in Lincolnshire, Suffolk and Essex (Fig. 7). He
was in possession of Mount Bures in Essex,
where there is a very large motte (Fig. 10), by
1086 (Open Domesday). The size of the motte
(cf. Arundel), and its proximity to an AngloSaxon manorial centre, suggest it may be
eleventh-century. Trial excavations in 2011
failed to reveal any firm evidence for a bailey
(Lewis and Ranson 2011, 22-3, 45, 48).
Neither was there any indication of structures
on the motte-top, which the excavators
suggest may have been a purely symbolic
mound (ibid., 47); if a bailey was also absent,
its identity as a ‘castle’ – as we understand
the term – is a topic for much discussion.
Roger’s brother Arnulf received the extensive
Lordship of Holderness shortly after it had
been forfeited by Odo of Champagne in 1095
(Round 1899, xli, 238, 447). It comprised 157
manors, mainly concentrated in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, 98 of which were held in
demesne (Open Domesday; see Fig. 7). It is
not known whether Arnulf was responsible
for any building work in the lordship during
his short tenure, but the castles at Barrowupon-Humber and Castle Bytham, Lincs., and
Skipsea, Yorks., are complex affairs with large
mottes, while Barrow shows a double bailey
(King 1983, 259-60). It has been suggested
that the latter two were first fortified before
1095 (Atkins 1983, 91-3; Alison et al. 2002,
374-5), but the similarity between the three
sites may suggest contemporaneity and
Castle Bytham is normally assigned a date
between 1102 and 1135 (King 1983, 260).
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Robert de Bellême purchased the Honor of
Blyth (or Tickhill) after the death of its lord
Roger de Busli in 1099-1100 (Chibnall 1975,
225-7 and n. 1), and possibly consequent
upon his homage to Henry I in late summer
1100 when he ‘received his estates from the
king, together with royal gifts’ (Chibnall 1975,
299).²⁰ It comprised some 200 manors,
worth £330 (Open Domesday; see Fig. 7), but
Robert may have only received the castles
(Chibnall 1975, 225-7 and n. 1). Moreover, at
the caput castle itself, Tickhill in Yorkshire, he
was merely custodian for the king (Chibnall
1978, 23 n. 2). The castle comprises a large
motte and a bailey (King 1983, 527), but was
almost certainly established by Roger de Busli
after 1070; given the limitations of his tenure,
and its brevity (1100 until mid-1102), Bellême
may not have undertaken any major works.
Similarly, no work in the other castles of the
Honor of Tickhill can be confidently
attributed to Bellême, although Sarah
Speight’s late eleventh/early twelfth century
date-range for the motte at Lowdham, Notts.,
embraces his tenure (Speight 1994, 66). Here,
a bailey may have been present, while a
second enclosure has also been cautiously
suggested (ibid.).
Robert de Bellême began construction at
Bridgnorth Castle (Shrops.) after arriving in
Britain in late summer 1100, when he was
confirmed in his British possessions. It was
still under construction in mid-1102, when
besieged by King Henry I, as Orderic tells us
Bellême was ‘in the process of building’ the
castle (Chibnall 1978, 21-9; Howlett 1889,
82-3; also see Forester 1854, 210). However,
it was clearly defensible, so the bulk of the
work was presumably complete. Like
Pembroke, Tong and others, it comprised a
triangular enclosure at the end of a spur (Fig.
11), isolated by a ditch that has been partly
revealed through excavation (Thompson and
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Walker 1991). It has been suggested that it
represents an abandoned Saxon burh,
although there is no direct evidence for this
(Fradley 2011, 189-90; Mason and Barker
1966, 37-46). The earliest masonry is the
rectangular donjon, which is thought by most
authorities to be from rather later in the
twelfth century; a collegiate church also
occupied the enclosure (Clark-Maxwell 1927,
5-6). The castle is described further below,
along with the town.
In 1101, during his rebellion, Bellême also
built a castle at Carreghofa (Montgomery),
close to the Shropshire border (Forester
1854, 210). It appears to have been his only
other entirely new castle in Britain. The site
is generally thought to be represented by a
partial ringwork overlooking the River Tanat
(King 1983, 295; Spurgeon 1966, 48).
The sources suggest work was undertaken at
other Montgomery-Bellême castles during
the rebellion (Chibnall 1978, 21; Jones 1952,
22-3), including Pembroke which Arnulf
‘made strong for himself’ (Jones 1971, 95).
Refurbishment and munitioning may
however be meant, as suggested by Florence
of Worcester – ‘Robert . . . strongly fortified
the town and castle of Shrewsbury, and also
the castles of Arundel and Tickhill, supplying
them with provisions, engines and arms, and
stationing within them knights and footsoldiers’ (Forester 1854, 210). Arundel held
out for three months (Chibnall 1978, 21-3);
Bridgnorth, Shrewsbury and Tickhill
surrendered rather more quickly (Chibnall
1978, 25, 29, 31).
Montgomery-Bellême vassals
Roger de Montgomery made extensive grants
within his earldom to his leading followers –
to his successive sheriffs Warin the Bald and
Reginald de Bailleul; to Picot de Say, from his
southern Normandy heartland; and to the
FitzCorbets. All of them held land and offices
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

in Shropshire in 1086 (Chibnall 1969, 263;
Chibnall 1973, 231 n. 11; Open Domesday).
As in France, mottes predominate on the
holdings of these Montgomery familiares, and
others including William Pantulf and Robert
FitzTetbald (sheriff of Arundel). Of their 43
known castles, 35 are represented by mottes,
seven are ringworks while one is of uncertain
form. Two re-use Iron Age enclosures – both
of them multiple-enclosure sites – and one or
two were adapted from burial mounds. It must
however be stressed that very few of these
castles have been certainly dated. Only one,
Pontesbury (Shrops.), was associated with a
contemporary ‘town’, with Anglo-Saxon
origins (Walker 1994). None shows masonry
from the Montgomery-Bellême period.
Towns in Britain
The evidence for town foundation by the
House of Montgomery-Bellême, in Britain, is
slight. Thirteen of their castles are associated
with towns, but only in a few cases do the
latter seem to be new foundations of the
family. Six towns appear to have been preexisting Saxon settlements, while the
remaining five are probably foundations of
the twelfth century.
Quatford and Bridgnorth
Only two British towns are suggested in the
sources to have been founded by the family,
at Quatford and Bridgnorth in Shropshire (see
Figs. 8 and 11). And the evidence, at both,
bears close examination. The Domesday
entry for Quatford (Shrops.), records ‘a new
house [castle?] and borough (‘nova domus et
burgus’) . . . yielding nothing’. The ‘borough’
is also mentioned in a near-contemporary
record of the foundation at Quatford of the
collegiate church of St Mary Magdalene, in
July 1086 (Clark-Maxwell 1927, 1-2; Eyton
1854, 106-7, 109-12). The term burgus was
by no means limited to fortified towns (cf.
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1975, 224-5), reading it as the wholesale
transplantation of an urban population.
However, Orderic uses a number of terms for
castles – often interchangeably with towns –
‘oppidum’ being frequent among them (eg.
at Château-Gontier, and Bellême’s Maine
castles; Chibnall 1973, 229; Chibnall 1975,
235; also see Chibnall 2003, 129). Nor does
he directly link the two events – although it
is clear that they were related.

Fig. 10 – Plan of the castle at Mount Bures
(Essex), showing archaeological trenches.

Orderic) and, as noted above, Quatford Castle
has only a small bailey with no evidence of any
further enclosures (Fradley 2011, 190). It has
been suggested that Quatford may have been
an Anglo-Saxon burh but, as at Bridgnorth, this
lacks firm evidence (Fradley 2011, 189-91).
Excavations in the 1960s, within and outside
the castle, revealed evidence of neither urban
activity nor of an earlier burh (Mason and
Barker 1966). Domesday’s clause ‘yielding
nothing’ may suggest that the settlement had
yet to develop (Fradley 2011, 191), so whether
this development ever took place is open to
question. But Earl Roger seems at least to have
been planning a town.
In a celebrated, and much-cited passage,
Orderic implies a relationship between
Quatford and Robert de Bellême’s new castle
at Bridgnorth. His exact phrasing is ‘oppidum
de Quatford transtulit, et Brugiam
munitissimum castellum’, which Chibnall and
others have translated as ‘[Robert de
Bellême] moved the town of Quatford, and
built a strong castle at Bridgnorth’ (Chibnall
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

Orderic’s account of a transplantation from
Vignats to Fourches, in Normandy, has
undoubtedly influenced interpretation of the
above passage, in which he seems to be saying
only that the castle at Quatford was replaced
by a new one on the stratically superior site at
Bridgnorth. And while the college of priests at
Quatford was also relocated to Bridgnorth
(Clark-Maxwell 1927, 5-6), we have seen that
there does not appear to have been a
functioning town at Quatford for inhabitants
to have been moved from.
And did Robert de Bellême actually found a
town at Bridgnorth? Both Orderic and
Florence of Worcester tell us that work on
the castle was still in progress in mid-1102
(Chibnall 1975, 299; Chibnall 1978, 23;
Forester 1854, 210). It was begun after
summer 1100; Florence of Worcester
describes the work as hurried (Forester 1854,
210) and a fairly recent start-date may be
implied, possibly in 1101 (Mason 1963, 22).
However, Orderic does mention the presence
of ‘burgesses’ by mid-1102 (Chibnall 1978,
29), so some civil settlement may have
occurred (but nb. his account was written 30
years later, when urban development had
certainly taken place). Nevertheless, no forced
movement of populations need be inferred.
It has been suggested that the enclosure to
the north of the Bridgnorth Castle was
originally an outer ward, within which the
town was founded by Bellême. But had it ever
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been a seignurial enclosure? Settlement
within former baileys was only possible if –
and after – they had been relinquished from
seignurial use, as at Shrewsbury and, later in
the Middle Ages, at Exeter, Norwich and
Rochester and others (Fradley 2017, 123;
Pounds 1990, 211-14). The evidence at
Bridgnorth is equivocal. The ‘outer bailiwick
of the castle’ is mentioned in 1242, when it
pertained to the town (Pounds 1990, 196),
but the term ‘bailiwick’ may suggest a
jurisdictional division within the wider
castellany rather than a physical space. ²¹ And
the enclosure at Bridgnorth appears to have
been urban from an early date. In extent and
plan, D-shaped with two streets converging
at the gateway to form a ‘V’, it is very like the
defended town at Kidwelly (Carms.),
established early in the twelfth century
(Kenyon 2007, 4-6), and has parallels in other
Anglo-Norman towns of medieval Wales and
the Marches eg. Haverfordwest (Pembs). Its
articulation with the rest of Bridgnorth’s
street-plan shows that, as in these Welsh
towns, it represents a primary unit. But, given
the brief timescale, it may not have been
established by Robert de Bellême. Bridgnorth
was a royal, chartered borough under King
Henry I (Lilley 1999, 13), and it is probable
that the unit instead belongs to this post1102 period. A planned grid was later added,
to the north.

Fig. 11: Plan of the castle and town at
Bridgnorth (Shrops.).

suggestion that the entire settled area,
including the planned grid, was developed in
stages under Robert de Bellême (Haslam
forthcoming).²²
Other putative foundations
Six Montgomery-Bellême castles appear to
have been established within or around
Anglo-Saxon
settlements,
including
Shrewsbury which was a defended burh,
Chichester, which developed from a RomanoBritish town, and Manchester. The exact site,
nature and extent of the Anglo-Saxon
settlement at Arundel (Sussex) is not known.
It was the site of a minster church before
1066, suggesting a town of some importance,
possibly a burh (Baggs and Warne 1997, 12).
However, the settled area has yet to be
located through excavation (Fradley 2011,
253). Nor has any Norman town defence
been recognised.²³

A number of models for Bridgnorth’s
development have been put forward, many
of which propose Bellême-period town
development, in more than one phase, and
with town defences (e.g. Croom 1992; Slater
1990; Lilley 1999, Lilley 2017, 38-42). Most
are based on the assumption that Orderic
was describing a transplantation, while few
take the very short timescale into account,
or the very small areas occupied by most
Anglo-Norman towns in Wales and the It has been suggested that Roger the Poitevin
Marches. They include the questionable may have founded a borough at Lancaster,
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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largely on the strength of the alien priory that
he established there (Farrer and Brownbill
1914, 11). But the overriding purpose of an
alien priory was to provide revenues for its
French mother house (see Aston 2009, 77;
McHardy 1975, 133-4), in this case, the Montgomerys’ favoured abbey at Sées. There was
in any case an existing Anglo-Saxon settlement
at Lancaster – if, like Roger de Montgomery’s
Arundel, of unknown size and nature (Farrer
and Brownbill 1914, 11). It is thought the priory
was established within its parish church (ibid.
11, 167), and in this respect Lancaster may be
contrasted with Arundel, where a plot within
the Anglo-Saxon settlement was granted to
Sées for a new church (Page 1973, 119).
Tickhill Castle, Yorks., is associated with a
large enclosure embracing the Norman town.
The original Saxon settlement of ‘Dadeslie’,
1.5 kilometres to the northwest, was still
occupied in 1086 (Open Domesday) and the
new town may be early twelfth-century:
foundation is less likely during Robert de
Bellême’s brief and circumscribed tenure. It
has been noted that the town at Midhurst
(Sussex) may similarly be twelfth-century, like
those at Castle Bytham and Skipsea, Yorks.,
which were probably founded by William le
Gros between 1160 and 1175 (Alison et al.
2002, 374-5; Atkins 1983, 91-3).

et firmitates et haias’ built without royal
permission (Thompson 2002, 26; Williams
2003, 39-40). It is within this context that the
early urban foundations of the MontgomeryBellême family must be seen, and their
distinction from associated, but purely
seigneurial castles.
Between nine and 11 bourgs appear to have
been present at the family’s 33 castle-sites in
France, ie. at around a third; in most cases, it
cannot at present be demonstrated whether
the town was contemporary with the castle,
or later, but Orderic Vitalis tells us that a town
was already present at Bellême (Orne) by the
mid-eleventh century (Chibnall 1969, 47-9).
Another five or six castles were established
within, or alongside, pre-existing Gallo-Roman
and/or Frankish-period settlements including
Sées, and Alençon where the town received
an extension to its bank-and-ditch defences
under William de Bellême in the early
eleventh century (Louise 1991, 160).

All but one of the castle sites associated with a
new urban foundation belong to the late-tenth
to mid-eleventh century. Two are Bellême
foundations (Bellême and Mêle-sur-Sarthe), and
two were established by the Montgommerys
(Montgommery and Vignats); only two towns,
at Fourches and Saint-Rémy-du-Val, appear to
be later than the mid-eleventh century. The
Towns in France
remainder – Échauffour, Montreuil-l’Argillé, La
Urbanism was considerably better- Roche-Mabile, Peray and Saint-Céneri-le-Gérei
established in northern France than Britain – are not certainly Montgomery-Bellême
with, in many cases, unbroken occupation foundations.
from the Gallo-Roman period. It received Early towns of the Bellêmes
renewed impetus under the Frankish kings, The settlement at Essay (Orne), possibly Galloand many early medieval towns were Roman in origin, was apparently defended by
defended. Their distinction from private the mid-eleventh century (Duval 1895, 13, 16,
defences, which had emerged by the ninth 23; Fig. 4), as perhaps was Saosnes (Sarthe)
century, was addressed in the Frankish king where the defences embrace an extension of
Charles the Bald’s Edict of Pîtres, of 864, the pre-existing settlement, with a new
which encouraged civil fortification while church foundation (Louise 1991, 287).²⁴ The
ordering the destruction of private ‘castella possible early town at Domfront (Orne) may
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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have been fortified by 1092, but the
distinction between oppidum and castellum
in Orderic’s passage is not clear (Chibnall
1973, 259 and note 3). The Bellêmecontrolled Bourg le Comte at Sées (Orne)
received defences at some point (Fig. 3), but
their dating is uncertain (Neveux 1990, 361-9;
Neveux 1997, 280). Nor is it certainly known
whether the existing town at Mamers
(Sarthe) was defended under the
Montgomery-Bellême family. Of their new
town foundations, Bellême was defended
and perhaps at an early date (Louise 1991,
58, 194-5; Thompson 2002, 26; Travers 1896,
282; Fig. 2), while Bellême-period defences
are uncertain at Mêle-sur-Sarthe (Orne).
Later towns
The award of a market to Roger de
Montgomery’s father, in c.1030, suggests an
attempted foundation at Montgommery
(Orne), which is termed ‘vicus’ in the grant
(Hagger 2017, 98, 279 and fig., 409; Thompson
1987, 251, 255; Yver 1955, 53). Competition
from nearby Vimoutiers seems however to
have prevented its development into an urban
centre, and it was apparently never defended
(Neuville 1867, 534). Roger himself may have
founded the town at nearby Trun, Calvados,
which is defined as a bourg in a charter of 1077
(Round 1899, 154, 158), though it was not
associated with a castle.
Vignats (Calvados), also within the Lordship of
Montgommery, appears to have been an urban
centre by the early 1090s, when the population
is said by Orderic Vitalis to have been forcibly
moved, by Robert de Bellême, to his new castle
at Fourches (Chibnall 1973, 228-9; Fig. 5). While
the transfer of inhabitants from existing
settlements to new foundations was not
unknown in eleventh-century Normandy
(Lepeuple 2012, 34-5 and n. 51), the account is
not without contradictions: Orderic refers to
Fourches merely as a ‘castellum’, a term he
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

normally restricts to castle-sites (and it may be
contrasted with his use, in the same passage,
of the term ‘oppidum’ for Château-Gontier, a
site where no town is otherwise known), while
the two castles lie a mere 400 metres apart.
However, it may mean the inhabitants were
re-settled within the enclosure of the new
castle at Fourches, which conceivably
represents an urban defence rather than a
bailey (Louise 1991, 253), possibly for their own
protection in what was a time of conflict. Either
way, the account has doubtless coloured
interpretations of events at Quatford
/Bridgnorth.
An initial urban core outside the castle at
Saint-Rémy-du-Val has been suggested under
Robert de Bellême, between c.1100 and 1112
(Meunier 2014, 31), ie. after the Maine
campaigns of the late 1090s. It is thought to
have been fortified, but the defences have
been neither fully-traced nor dated (ibid.).
In summary, the Montgomery-Bellême family
were not great town founders after the early
eleventh century, and not all of their towns
were fortified bourgs. None of Robert de Bellême’s new castles on the Normandy/Maine
frontier was associated with a town: urban
plantation does not seem to have been part of
his military or settlement strategy in this region
nor, barring the possible case of Fourches,
elsewhere in France. In this, the family may be
contrasted with the dukes of Normandy, for
whom castle-bourgs were an integral part of
the strategic defensive system in the duchy
(Lepeuple 2012, 13-40). Henry I, in particular,
appreciated the importance of creating fortified, privileged boroughs in the organisation
of his defensive network between 1106 and
1135 (Yver 1955, 98). And other leading
nobles, such as the lords of Breteuil, were
quicker to take advantage of the economic
opportunities afforded by town foundation
(see eg. Hemmeon 1914, 97, 123, 171).
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another four; two are partial ringworks. One
of two suggested sites for the castle at
Château-Gontier (Orne), built c. 1091, is a
multivallate promontory fort, while the two
motte castles at Peray (Sarthe) lie within a very
large contour hillfort, with occupation during
the Roman period (Valais et al. 2010, 165;
Siguret 1964, 137-9). The partial ringwork at
Re-use of earlier features
Igé, Orne (Igé 2), was adapted from a known
Many Montgomery-Bellême castles, in both promontory fort (Louise 1991, 254).
France and England, occupy the sites of
The hilltop situation of Boitron and La Rocheearlier human activity. They fall into five main
Mabile, and their contour enclosures, suggest
categories:
Iron Age origins, while the latter lies on an
1. Earlier ritual sites, generally ancient routeway (Doranlo 1937, 166). And
represented by Bronze Age/early the hilltop motte at Mont-de-la-Garde (or
Iron Age burial mounds as mottes
‘Butte du Theil’), near Courgains (Sarthe), may
2. Roman fortifications, or other Roman be secondary to the enclosure (Valais et al.
2010, 165) which, given the nature of the site,
buildings
may similarly be Iron Age. Re-use is also
3. Iron Age defended enclosures
possible at the multiple-enclosure castle of
4. Early medieval manorial centres
Lurson, Sarthe, and has been demonstrated
5. Pre-existing urban centres, Roman or in the vassal castles at La Lande-de-Goult,
Orne (ringwork and bailey; Louise 1991, 256early medieval, as discussed above.
In many cases, particularly in Wales, the 7) and La Chapelle-près-Sées, Orne (partial
distinction between 3 and 4 may be artificial, ringwork; Louise 1991, 238).
Moreover, many eleventh-century bourgs in
Normandy and Maine were noticeably small,
for instance Bellême, Essay and Saint-Rémydu-Val, and the ducal foundations at Exmes,
Château-sur-Epte and Gisors. They must be
considered in any assessment of the size of
early Norman towns in Britain.

as occupation was resumed after – or perhaps
continued from – the Iron Age, into the early
medieval period. In these instances, it is not
always certain whether re-use was predicated
on the convenience of an existing
fortification, or was primarily the assumption
of a site’s manorial, administrative and
residential roles.
Re-use in France
Re-use of ritual sites has only been suggested
at one site, Almenêches (Orne), where the
possible motte appears to have been adapted
from a prehistoric burial mound within which
human bone was revealed during the
nineteenth century (Coutil 1896, 87; Vimont
1884, 51-6). However four MontgomeryBellême castles, at three sites, re-use Iron Age
defended enclosures, with re-use possible at
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

The castle at Domfront (Orne) deliberately
overlies a late Roman building, apparently not
urban and perhaps the reception hall or aula
of a large residence (Nissen-Jaubert 1998,
147-62).
Re-use in Britain
Only one British castle associated with the
Montgomery-Bellême family is known to
occupy a prehistoric ritual site: the motte at
Newton-le-Willows, Lancs., which excavation
shows to have been adapted from a burial
mound (Youngs et al. 1988, 261). Prehistoric
origins are however strongly suspected at two
more mottes, Skipsea, Yorks. and Mount
Bures, Essex (Lewis and Ranson 2011, 44),
while circular features at Pembroke Castle,
revealed through geophysics, may represent
barrow ring-ditches (Day and Ludlow 2016, 81).
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Iron Age enclosures are fairly certain at four
castles, including Whittington (Shropshire)
where occupation during the Anglo-Saxon
period has also been demonstrated (Wharton
1983, 3-4; Brown et al. 2004, 106-15). Llanidloes (Montgomery) is of uncertain form, but
usually regarded as a ‘ring-motte’ and bailey
within an Iron Age enclosure (King 1983, 298;
Spurgeon 1966, 27-8). Llandinam and Tong are
described above.
Pembroke Castle’s morphology suggests that
it too re-used an Iron Age promontory fort,
with possible early medieval use as an
administrative centre or ‘llys’ (see Day and
Ludlow 2016, 63). Similar re-use has been
suggested at Cardigan Castle (Murphy and
O’Mahoney 1985, 202; Bezant 2009, 20),
where the early name ‘Din Geraint’ suggests
occupation similarly continued into the early
medieval period, possibly of high status: after
its recapture in 1164, the Welsh prince Rhys
ap Gruffudd gave precedence to Cardigan
Castle where he hosted a celebration of
Welsh culture – the ‘eisteddfod’ of 1176
(Jones 1952, 71; Jones 1971, 183) – possibly
in recognition of its pre-Norman importance.
Rhys also chose to receive Archbishop Baldwin
at Cardigan in 1188 (Thorpe 1978, 171-2).

Castle, which may be another of his
foundations, possibly referenced a Roman
fort but does not appear to have occupied the
same site. The castle has gone, but
investigations have revealed a series of
ditches cutting off a promontory 0.5
kilometres north of the Roman fort, which
may relate either to the castle or the AngloSaxon burh (Pastscape website).
Eight Montgomery-Bellême castles overlie
Anglo-Saxon or Welsh manorial sites, and this
is likely at another five including those
mentioned above. Continuity from AngloSaxon manor site to castle appears to be the
norm in eleventh-century England: where
studies have been undertaken, eg. in Norfolk
and the east Midlands, most rural castles are
associated with pre-Norman lordly residences,
while it is seen or suggested elsewhere
(Shapland 2017, 105). And even where castles
may not directly overlie existing centres, their
siting was predominantly governed by existing
‘patterns of seigneurial significance’ (Gregory
and Liddiard 2016, 155); similar continuity is
strongly suggested in Wales.
The motte at Mount Bures lies next to an
Anglo-Saxon manorial site (Lewis and Ranson
2011, 46). Excavation at Penwortham (Lancs.)
in the mid-nineteenth century revealed a
rubble pavement beneath the motte, and
evidence of buildings, which were thought to
represent an Anglo-Saxon residence (Gardner
1908, 535-6).²⁶ Laughton-en-le-Morthen
(Yorks.), a motte-and-bailey castle of Robert
de Bellême’s Honor of Tickhill, is similarly
thought to have been established by Roger
de Busli over an existing manorial site
(Bromage 2018, 2) while Lydham, Shrops.,
was very probably a manorial centre before
the castle was founded.

The Pembrokeshire castles at Castlemartin,
Narberth and Tenby, all possible Montgomery
foundations, may also have Iron Age origins
(see Meek and Ludlow 2019, 246-51). Tenby
is a large enclosure on or around a coastal
hilltop; Castlemartin is a smaller ringwork
while Narberth is, like Pembroke and
Cardigan, a partial ringwork, although it
should be stressed that re-use is far from a
given with this form.²⁵ Tenby Castle was, in
addition, almost certainly another early
medieval administrative site, as is also
possible at Castlemartin and Narberth (ibid.). Masonry
Roger the Poitevin’s castle at Lancaster No masonry work can be unquestionably
utilises a corner of a Roman fort. Manchester assigned to the House of MontgomeryTHE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP
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Bellême, either side of the Channel, and their
castle-building may solely have been in
timber. On the face of it, this conflicts with
Robert de Bellême’s reputation as an
engineer, while the family will certainly have
had experience of a number of masonry
castles in both Normandy and Britain.
A length of walling at Saint-Rémy-du-Val has
recently been C¹⁴ dated to the early eleventh
century, but both its dating and context are
in considerable doubt (Meunier 2014, 21).
Otherwise, no masonry can be attributed to
the family in France (Chibnall 2003; Louise
1990 and 1991). And, as Christian Corvisier
has noted, ‘the castles of Robert de Bellême
. . . were designed primarily for defensive
purposes, and there is nothing to indicate
that they bore anything other than donjons
and towers of wood’ (Corvisier 1998 (2), 334).
Whilst limitation to timber may be
understandable in campaign castles, at least
some masonry might be expected in their
residential or caput castles. It may be that
Montgomery-Bellême stonework existed, but
has been lost or rebuilt out of recognition.
Nevertheless, no masonry is suggested at their
chief centre at Alençon (Orne), either by the
sources or through excavation (Chibnall 1978,
209; Louise 1991, 190, 223). And it is clear that
the castle at Bellême itself was still of timber
in 1113, including the donjon (‘arcem’), when
it was ‘burnt to the ground’ (Chibnall 1978,
182-3; Chibnall 2003, 121). The donjon was
rebuilt in stone later in the twelfth century, but
the castle in the family’s Sées patrimony
appears never to have been given masonry
defences (Neveux 1995, 156-8; Neveux 1997,
280). And neither of the castles at the
ancestral fief of Montgommery (Calvados)
ever seems to have received stonework
(Louise 1991, 277; Neuville 1867, 534).²⁷
The paucity of Montgomery-Bellême
masonry in Britain has been noted elsewhere
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(Fradley 2011, 262; also see Mason 1963, 26).
It has however been suggested that the inner
gatehouse at Arundel Castle (Sussex) may
belong to a group of masonry gate-towers
from the late eleventh century including,
inter alia, Exeter, Lewes, Lincoln and Ludlow,
although the presence of a portcullis groove
may, if primary, militate against this (Guy
2016, 144-6). Henry I may instead have been
the builder (Guy 2006, 20), which may tie in
with the suggestion that the lower bailey,
which is accessed through this gatehouse,
was a new addition of 1102-1135 (see Guy
2006, 22), when the castle appears to have
been ‘turned round’ to face the town. Robert
de Bellême’s tenure of Tickhill Castle, Yorks.,
would militate against any building work and
the masonry gatehouse is more likely to have
been the work of Roger de Busli, between
c.1090 and 1099 (see Guy 2016, 142). The
large square donjon at Roger the Poitevin’s
Lancaster is stylistically early, and a date
between 1093 and 1102 is sometimes
suggested (see Guy 2015, 150-3), but we saw
above that Roger may have had no intention
of revisiting his British lands after 1094. The
donjon – which cannot have been completed
within a year – appears residential, as well as
ceremonial and symbolic, and perhaps
inappropriate to a castle that was henceforth
the custody of a steward.²⁸
The church in the castle
The establishment of collegiate churches
within castles was a feature of eleventhcentury Normandy, and was brought to
Britain in 1066, though it was never
particularly frequent in either country.
Nevertheless, collegiate churches were
established within or outside a number of
Montgomery-Bellême foundations.
A collegiate church, dedicated to St Leonard,
had been established in the castle at Bellême
when it was founded in the early tenth
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century (Chibnall 1969-78, passim; Louise
1991, 195; Travers 1896, 282). In Britain,
Roger de Montgomery established a
collegiate church, dedicated to St Michael,
within Shrewsbury Castle (Mason 1963, 10;
Pounds 1990, 234) – perhaps the successor
to a pre-Conquest foundation (Baker 2020,
4) – and we have seen that the collegiate
church at Quatford was moved to Bridgnorth
Castle in 1100-1102. Moreover a priory,
dedicated to St Symphorien, was established
within Domfront Castle, as a dependency of
Lonlay Abbey (Orne) which had been founded
by William de Bellême in around 1010
(Nissen-Jaubert 1998, 149-50).Nevertheless,
Montgomery-Bellême religious communities
in France were in no sense confined to their
castles: their collegiate church (later priory)
of St Nicholas at La Roche-Mabile (Orne), for
instance, lay at the foot of the castle hill
(Sicotière 1845, 26). The collegiate church at
Quatford similarly lay outside the castle. And
there is no reason to suppose that the priory
of Pembroke, founded in 1098, ever stood
anywhere other than its present location, just
over the river from the castle at Monkton. An
early confirmation of the foundation grant
tells us that Arnulf gave to Sées Abbey ‘the
church of St. Nicholas at Pembroke, a castle
of his in Wales’ (Round 1899, 237-8). But here
the term ‘castle’ is clearly being used in in its
jurdisdictional sense, meaning the castellaria
or region under the control of the castle (see
Coulson 2003, 179-86).
Conclusion
Allowing for all the caveats mentioned in the
introduction, certain themes are apparent.
Firstly, mottes predominate in British castles
known to have been held by the
Mongomery-Bellême family and their
vassals (representing nearly 75%); in most
cases, however, we do not know whether
they might be later additions. The
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proportion of mottes is just over 50% in
France, where the bias possibly leans
towards enclosure castles in the early
castles of the Bellêmes. Moreover,
enclosures without mottes continued to be
built up until 1102, e.g. Bridgnorth and
Carreghofa. Nevertheless, in Bellême’s
French campaign castles, of the 1090s, there
is a strong probability that the mottes were
a primary feature.
Many castles occupy centres of early
medieval power, possibly a quarter of the
British sites. They are mainly represented by
urban castles in France, and by manorial
sites in Britain where, as with other castles,
existing administrative and manorial
structures were adapted by the Normans.
A number of these manorial sites occupy
Iron Age enclosures which, particularly in
Wales, may represent continued occupation
through the early medieval period. The
sequence of Iron Age to medieval use in
France may not always be as seamless, and
here re-use may instead be chiefly
predicated upon convenience. These sites
are often promontory forts re-used as
‘partial ringworks’, but also include contour
hillforts; the addition of mottes is more-orless confined to the latter form (though not
among castles in general). Re-use of Iron Age
enclosures is suggested at around 20% of
castles in each country.
Less than a quarter of castles, in either
country, could be described as large. Around
10% of castles in France show more than one
bailey; the figure rises to nearly a quarter of
British sites. However, not all enclosures are
necessarily
primary
features
or
contemporary with each other, particularly
at rural sites. And at least 10% of castles
with more than one bailey, in both
countries, re-use Iron Age defences which
may have dictated their form and extent.
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It has been suggested by a number of
authorities that the Montgomery-Bellême
family took a keen interest in urban
development, in both England and Normandy
(e.g. Lilley 1995, 69), but the evidence
suggests otherwise – and certainly in terms
of new strategic plantations. Only five or six
castle sites in France (around 15%), and one
or two in Britain (around 5%), are certainly
associated with new foundations of the
family. The French towns are, with two
possible exceptions from c. 1090-1112,
confined to the early/mid-eleventh century.
Town plantation was not a feature of Roger
de Montgomery’s military and settlement
strategy in Wales and the Marches, nor
Robert de Bellême’s strategy on his Norman
frontier, and they founded no town at their
Welsh caput of Old Montgomery (Barker and
Higham 1982, 12). And where towns were
present they were not always defended e.g.
Montgommery, Sées and Vignats in France,
and Arundel, Quatford and (arguably)
Bridgnorth in Britain.
No castle masonry can be unquestionably
assigned to the House of MontgomeryBellême, either side of the Channel, and their
castle-building may solely have been in timber
– as it demonstrably was at Old Montgomery.
While the masonry inner gatehouse at Arundel
might have been built before 1100, a twelfthcentury date is equally possible, and the latter
dating may be more likely for the square
donjon at Lancaster.
In summary, the castles of the House of
Montgomery-Bellême were, in general,
relatively unambitious. Mottes could be large,
and some multiple enclosures may be
attributable to the family, but their frontier
castles in particular were usually small, with a
single line of defences. The plantation of
towns or bourgs does not seem to have played
a significant role in their strategy. And no
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masonry work can be attributed to the family
with any confidence. What does this imply for
Robert de Bellême’s military engineering
expertise, made much of by Ordericus but also
brought in by King William Rufus, at Gisors?
Might it have concerned strategy and siting,
rather than innovative design? John Mason
considered his main skills to lie in an ‘eye for
the ground’, and in the defence and
subjugation of enemy castles (Mason 1963,
26).²⁹ But is it possible that Ordericus
attributed this expertise – at least in part – as
a kind of metaphor for the Machiavellian
nature he persistently assigned to Bellême?
The castles of the Montgomery-Bellême family
may be contrasted with the immense enclosures, without mottes, built by the dukes in
Normandy at eg. Caen and Falaise, which
appear to have been associated with prestige
(Mesqui 2013, 32; Fichet de Clairfontaine et
al. 2016, 231-5, 252), and with the large enclosures that have been suggested within the
campaign environment of immediate postConquest England. But Bellême’s castles in
Maine, in which baileys could be small or even
absent, are similarly thought to represent
campaign castles (Corvisier 1998 (2), 334;
Valais et al. 2010, 166-9), as are Roger de
Montgomery’s castles in the Welsh Marches
– including perhaps Old Montgomery (Barker
and Higham 1982, 93-4) – in which baileys are
normally single and of no great size, or again
can apparently be absent. And the bailey of
Roger’s caput at Shrewsbury was also notably
small, while the evidence from Mount Bures
suggests that some or perhaps many mottes
could themselves be purely symbolic.
This calls into question wider interpretations
of function: where were the troops lodged in
these smaller castles, and the horses stabled?
As Michael Fradley has noted, many early
baileys were of restricted size and, where
excavated, often show a dearth of structures;
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he observes that this would in part seem to
‘undermine traditional narratives that early
castle use related directly to the movement
and accommodation of large armed retinues,
cavalry and supplies’ (Fradley 2011, 324).
Though frequently referenced in the sources,
there is little physical evidence for stabling,
either standing or below ground, at castles in
general (Kenyon 1990, 155-6).³⁰ Where they
do survive, they are generally late-medieval or
early post-medieval (ibid. 144, 155-6, 207),
and the evidence shows just how large they
could be: 32 x 10 metres at Goodrich Castle
(Herefs.),³¹ representing space for around 60
horses (Ashbee 2009, 25), and roughly 45 x 9
metres in the non-military bishop’s palace at
Bishop’s Waltham, Hants. (Hare 2015, 20).
Evidence for earlier stabling is less frequent.
For instance, though the bailey was not
excavated in its entirety, none of the many
buildings revealed at Old Montgomery was
identified as a stable (Barker and Higham
1982, 92) – a frontier castle at which, one
might imagine, secure accommodation for
horses would be vital. In this respect, however,
castles are typical of manorial sites in general,
where evidence for stabling is slight (see e.g.
Rigold 1978, 35). There is nevertheless clearly
scope for close analysis of these small frontier
castles, in Britain and in France.
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Notes

⁷ It has been suggested that it may pre-date Arundel
Castle and ‘the decision to make the latter the head of
the post-Conquest Rape’ (Fradley 2011, 259).
Chichester’s division into a separate rape occurred later
in the Middle Ages (Mason 1963, 2; Salzman 1953, 1-2).
⁸ The eleventh-century date is also queried in Jones
2003, 172-4.
⁹ A second bailey is mentioned by David King, but is
absent from other accounts.
¹⁰ The late eleventh-century castle was described
retrospectively by Giraldus Cambrensis, in c. 1190,
as ‘[built] from wooden stakes and turf [and] not
very strong’ (Thorpe 1978, 148). Giraldus was,
nevertheless, clearly playing down its strength in
order to enhance its successful defence, by his
grandfather, during the Welsh attacks of the 1090s.
He used the same trick in his description of
Baginbun Castle (Co. Wexford, Ireland), as a
‘somewhat flimsy fortification of branches and
sods’, to exaggerate the skills of its defender
Raymond le Gros (O’Conor 2003, 30).
¹¹ Ludlow’s gate was associated with a masonry
curtain while the enclosure at Exeter re-used the
Roman city wall on its other two sides.

¹ Nevertheless Roger de Montgomery is regularly
¹² The suggestion that the ‘Din’ element is derived
recorded on his Normandy estates until his death
from the personal name of its early twelfth-century
(see e.g. Chibnall 1972, 141, 159; Davis 1913,
lord, Jocelin de Dinan, is less convincing: use of the
19-20, 28, 32-3, 39, 47; Round 1899, 166, 429).
suffix ‘ham’ is generally confined the the early part
of the Anglo-Saxon period (Myres 1989, 44), while
² The Montgomery-endowed nunnery at Almenêches
Jocelin may have taken his name from Dinham
(Orne), where their sister Emma was abbess, also
rather than vice versa (Renn 1987, 58).
suffered seizure of its British property (Chibnall 1978,
33).
¹³ There is however no consensus over the early
3 Only 32 castles are listed by Gérard Louise. Table 1
development of Ludlow where, as at Bridgnorth, a
adds two castles identified by Gabriel Fleury; two
number of different models have been proposed
(e.g. Haslam forthcoming; Lilley 1999, 14-17; Lilley
which are well-attested in the sources (Bures and
2017, 38-42, Slater 1990, 60-82). Keith Lilley
Vignats); one recently-discovered (Courgains); one
suggests that the inner and outer wards were
which had been lost to the family by the 1090s; and
contemporary, facing the Saxon settlement to the
one that is strongly suggested by other authorities.
south from which the castle was originally accessed
⁴ The castle was entirely destroyed in the fifteenth
through the gateway in the outer ward (Lilley 1999,
century, and Fleury’s evidence is unknown.
15 and n. 19). However, this entry was a new breach
of the eighteenth century (Renn and Shoesmith
⁵ Another rejected candidate is the possible motte
2006, 193-4). So we have a further comparison with
castle at ‘Mont Jallu’, now destroyed, near SaintPembroke where, though the castle was not reCosme-en-Vairais, Sarthe (Fleury and Dangin 1929,
oriented, the focus may initially have been both to
122; Louise 1991, 275).
the south and to the east – and was later only to the
east. Further evidence that the outer ward at Ludlow
⁶ It is worth noting that large mottes had already been
was a secondary addition may be furnished by the
used by the English Crown at e.g. Windsor and Cardiff,
‘appearance doorway’, facing externally, in the
as well as Roger de Montgomery’s Arundel (see below).
gatehouse (Renn 2003, 76).
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Brugge’ (Eyton 1854, 354), which has been
interpreted as a suburb. However, in the midthirteenth century Little Brug was recorded as
comprising over 18 acres of undeveloped land,
lying ‘in the fields’ (ibid., 356), and possibly located
some distance from the town.

¹⁴ While we have seen two cases of castle relocation
under the Montgomery family - Quatford and Vignats
- there is little other evidence to support the tradition
that Roger’s castle was instead built at Old Castle
Farm, 1 kilometre west of Cardigan (as recognised by
Murphy and O’Mahoney 1985, 190).

¹⁵ See Meek and Ludlow 2019, 241-51, for further discussion ²³ The earliest murage grant was in 1295 (Cal. Pat.
Rolls 1292-1301, 137).
of Montgomery-Bellême castles in west Wales.
24

¹⁶ Neither does Arnulf appear to have been Earl of
Pembroke. The nature and extent of his authority
in west Wales are discussed in Meek and Ludlow
2019, 234-45, 253-4.

²⁵ For instance, the partial ringwork on the promontory
at Barnard Castle, Co. Durham, which is
morphologically very similar to Pembroke, is not
thought to have pre-Norman origins (Hislop 2019, 3,
12, 23-4).

¹⁷ Roger fell into disgrace with King William Rufus in
1094, after surrendering the castle at Argentan
(Orne) – the defence of which had been entrusted
to him – to forces supporting the French king Philip
I (Chandler 1989, 4-5; Mason 1963, 19).

²⁶ It is of course possible that these features may
represent an early, pre-motte phase of the castle,
although the enclosure is ill-defined.

¹⁸ Documentary references in 1102 and 1122-4 are
generally regarded as doubtful (King 1983, 245;
Wood 1993, 20).
¹⁹ Although the priory at Penwortham was subordinate
to Evesham, which had already received gifts from
Roger (Tait 1908, 104).
²⁰ Bellême was campaigning for King William Rufus,
in Maine, from spring 1098 until at least autumn
1099, when the king left France (Chibnall 1975, 233
and n. 2, 261). Bellême’s arrival in England occurred
at some point after Henry I’s coronation in August
1100 (Chibnall 1975, 299).

Gérard Louise suggests that it may have been a castle
bailey which ceased to be seigneurial, cf. Shrewsbury,
though the motte would thereby be isolated.

²⁷ It is therefore noteworthy that the castle of Earl
Roger’s sheriff of Shropshire Reginald de Bailleul,
at Le Renouard near Montgommery (Orne), was
of masonry construction by 1119 when it was
described, by Orderic, as ‘lapideam domum’
(Chibnall 1978, 216-7 and n. 1).
²⁸ John Goodall had preferred a start-date under Roger the
Poitevin, but now considers it possible that the donjon
was not begun before 1102 (Goodall 2013, 61-3).

²⁹ It is worth noting that the so-called ‘Fosses Robert’,
long thought to have been a system of defensive
²¹ The suggestion that towns developed within castle
trenches built by Bellême along the
baileys must be treated with caution, particularly if
Normandy/Maine frontier, are now thought to be
settlement within space that was still seigneurial is
hollow roads (Valais et al. 2010, 167).
inferred. Fortified seigneurial space was being distinguished from fortified civic space by the ninth century, ³⁰ David King cautiously speculated that the long
a distinction that lay at the heart of the Edict of Pîtres
building on the west side of the inner ward at
of 864 (see below). While an early twelfth-century
Pembroke, interpreted as a chapel (Day and Ludlow
account of Brecon, for instance, states that the bur2016, 68), might instead have been a stable (King
gages, and priory, occupied ‘the castle’ (Davies 1978,
1978, 108). Geophysics revealed two buildings in
49), the term ‘castle’ was frequently applied in an
the outer ward, against the curtain wall (Buildings
administrative sense, in place of ‘castlery’ or ‘castellany’,
M and N; Day and Ludlow 2016, 82). It is possible
to embrace the area under its control (see Coulson
that either might represent a stable, although the
2003, 179-86). Orderic moreover carefully distinguishes
former may have been a barn, or even a building
between Brecon castle and town (Chibnall 1972, 255).
of higher status.
²² It is perhaps worth noting here that this suggestion 31 The low walling interpreted as stabling in the outer
is influenced in part by a legend maintaining that,
ward at Goodrich was formerly assigned a date
in 1102, King Henry I ‘granted an estate in the
around 1300, but is now thought to be
neighbourhood [of Bridgnorth], called the Little
seventeenth-century (Ashbee 2009, 25).
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